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As has been pointed out (6), pro
duction processes such as farming
operations give rise naturally to pro
duct terms of the system variables.
For example:
Acres cultivated per day = rate of
cultivating (acres per hour) X
hours per day (hrs.)

where 2Xj = 1
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Include the product term xy as a
and only adjacent special variables varfable
in &^
m^ ^
can have non-zero values while all
and
as ^h]es and 0 <

other special variables equal zero.

Acres per season = (acres per
day) X (days in season).

represent equation 1 for

It must be pointed out that a pro
gram of the form illustrated will not
Figure 1.

Curve of f(x) =

x2.

To illustrate, figure 1 is the curve
of f(x) — x2. P0, P,, P2, and P3 are
points on the curve having x and x2

by a general mathematical program

coordinates (0,0), (1,1), (2,4), and
(5,25) respectively. Note that P3, for

ming technique. It has been shown

example, may be described as hav

by using separable programming.
Separable programming was first
mentioned by Charnes (2) and has

been extended by Miller (8). The
application to product terms has been

referred to by Beale (1). Separable
programming involves the develop
ment of piecewise linear approxima
tions to non-linear functions by the
introduction of special variables.
Consider some variable x and some

function f(x). The relationship can
be described in terms of a group of
non-negative special variables Xj
'Presently: Dean, Faculty of Agriculture,
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the two

becomes part of equation 4 for pro
duct terms).

treating their product as a variable.
Where problems of mechanization
occur in isolation, optimum values

Product terms can also be handled

—

represents equation 4. (Equation 3

niques must treat both of these terms
as system variables in addition to

(6) that this can be achieved by an
iterative process involving Lagrange's
multiplier and linear programming.

<: C

groups of special variables Xj and /3j
respectively, rows six and seven rep
resent equation 2, while row eight

As the cost of performing operations
depends upon both machinery size
and operator time, optimizing tech

Where competition exists for time
and capital, however, it is desirable
that the product terms be handled

>

It may be observed that rows one,
two, and three simply establish the
limits on x and y, rows four and five

Similarly,

for machine size and operating time
can readily be arrived at by the ap
plication of differential calculus (5).

duct xy can be obtained by simply

2 subtracting f(0s) fromf(Xj).

ing coordinates (5X3, 25X3) where
X3 = 1. Note that equations, 1,2, and
3 are satisfied. P| may be approxi

mated as (2X2 -f 5X3, 4X2 + 25X3)
where X2 — 0.5 and X3 = 0.5. Again,
equations 1,2, and 3 are satisfied.

Product terms can be developed by
recalling that
x -4- v,

x —

y

)
an-a v—
<-^t* and(*

—)

can be

represented in terms of two groups
of special variables X-, and /3, as
2a)X | and ScjX ; as in equation 2.
x + y
) and ('
2 ' """ v

2

-)

can be

represented as 2bjXj and Scj/3"-, re
spectively as in equation 3. The pro-
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normally yield a true solution if a
simple linear programming algorithm
is applied because non - adjacent
special variables may appear in the
basis. Separable programming algor

ithms ensure that only adjacent spe
cial variables are permitted to appear
in the basis. Dantzig (3) develops a
method of restricting entry to the
basis to adjacent variables for pro
gramming codes that do not include

a separable programming capability
but do include provisions for integer
programming.

The general method illustrated in

figure 2 is repeated each time a pro
duct term is desired. In practice, the
difficulty of recognizing useful pro
duct terms may tend to restrict the
usefulness of this powerful technique.
An example illustrating the value of
product terms may prove useful.
Example 2(7)

Each year as a class project, a
study is made combining fixed cost

and penalty costs for combining
grain in the Edmonton area. The re

sults of this project as conducted by
51

the 1967 class of students was that

Using these cost data, and assum
ing both operators time and farm
acreage to be variables (i.e. resources

over a period of years, for combines

of 150, 187, and 215 bushels per hour
capacity harvesting 700 acres yield for which there is competition), de
ing 30 bushels per acre, the estimated termine combine size.
fixed cost and penalty cost figures
were 4.07, 3.97, and 4.05 dollars per
It has been pointed out (6) that
acre respectively.
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Insofar as this relationship holds true,
the cost per acre is determined by the
length of time it takes to harvestthus is the same for two combines,

one twice as large as the other, pro
vided that the larger combine har
vests twice as many acres as the

smaller one. Application of this re
lationship to the cost data shown
above yields the general cost equa
tion that for total harvesting operat
ing times of 93, 112, and 140 hours,
fixed and penalty cost estimates sum
to 4.07, 3.97, and 4.05 dollars per
acre respestively, regardless of com
bine sizes and acreages that yield
these operating times.
Using these operating times and
costs respectively, a separable sub
program may be developed as illus
trated in figure 3. It should be noted
that this would become part of an
overall farm program in which com
petition for acreage (A) and for
time (t) could be readily incor
porated.

1

1

functions of machine size or capacity.

1

-10

In figure 3, columns one, five and
represent operator time,
acreage and combining cost* respec
tively. Xj represents a group of spe
cial variables establishing the cost vs
time curve for combining. «i and /3j
represent groups of special variables
used to establish the product term
combining cost ($) = $ per acre
fourteen
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Figure 2. Separable programming matrix to obtain the product term xy.

acres.

*Sum of fixed cost and penalties incurred
as a
RHS

t
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Rows one and two provide arbitrary
restrictions on operator time and
acreage. The remaining rows may be
identified as establishing the general
equations for separable programming
and the product terms as in figure 2.
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result of the weather on

threshed portion of the crop.
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It is always interesting to specu
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Figure 3. Sub matrix for combine size selection.
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them. Referring to figure 3, it may
readily be observed that the smallest
range of combines would never be
selected (unless labour paid for the
privilege of working!). If labour
costs were negligible, the centre com
bine would always be selected while
a higher labour cost would result in
the largest combine being used. A
further observation is that the re

mainder of any particular program
might place such a high opportunity

continued on page 56
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The one-way disk harrow and tan
dem disk harrow generally flattened
residue during primary tillage. When
short stubble (having a clearance
factor of +2 to —2 inches) was
tilled at a moderate speed and at a
depth of 3 to 4 inches, the stubble

Two tillage strokes with the wide-

continued from page 52

duty cultivator, and one with the
one-way disk generally left stubble
oriented in an upright position. One
additional operation usually flattened

particular land use illustrated here

residue.

was laid into the furrow with the

top projecting from the soil and
oriented at about 45 degrees to the
line of travel and to the soil surface.

Stubble positioning (other than hori
zontal) was not maintained by the
disk machines in these trials.
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The degree to which summerfallow
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In general, the more complete
representation achieved by develop
ing product terms as variables greatly
enhances the value of mathematical

programming in optimizing farm
enterprise and capital plant combina
tions. The increased size of the matrix

and the requirement for a suitable
separable program now present few
technical difficulties because of the

general availability of large com
puters and suitable application pro
grams (4).
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